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More than 116 million euros have been invested in new businesses 

in Berlin in 2011. There is not any other German city with as large an 

amount of investments in startups. Moneywise, this makes it easier for 

people with great ideas to start their own business. Even though the 

initial stage is funded, the challenge for startups is to break past this 

critical stage and stand on their own two feet. In order to reach this 

point, not only are big investments needed, but also the right staff that 

develop the startup further. But getting the right people on board is

difficult for startups and not comparable to the recruiting in big 

companies.

Intro



What’s so difficult?
It’s all about finding, attracting and keeping good people with only a 

little recruiting budget at hand. When a few (or even just one) have 

a groundbreaking idea and would like to start their own business, 

there are so many things to think of and to pay attention to that 

recruiting might not rank among the most urgent issues. On the other 

hand, getting the right people on the team is a very important step 

in implementing the initial idea and letting the startup grow. This 

situation sounds like a vicious circle.

What are you looking for?

There was once a guy with a great idea to get people enthusiastic 

about reading again. He quit his job in order to focus solely on creating 

his own startup. The first challenges he mastered himself, but he 

quickly realised that he needed people who would help him tell the 

world about his idea. As he named himself the CEO of the business, 

his first thought was to find a CTO as his counterpart to help run the 

startup. While talking to other, more experienced people, he figured

out that the first person he really needed was a developer to code 

the right software for him, but a CTO to administer and maintain the 

system. The recruiting difficulties for startups most often start here, as 

they very often do not know which employees they need.

hoW to pay for it?

Especially in the very beginning, the main focus of a startup lies on 

the idea itself and the possibilities to develop it further. That leads 

to the fact that manpower and investments are allocated mainly to 

this purpose. But the day will come when the founders are not able 

to handle the workload themselves anymore; by then it is already 

too late. For outsiders, it might seem logical that only the right staff 

can be the solution for this initial problem, but in startup reality the 

recruiting fades from the spotlight if you could instead invest in just 

a few more essential lines of code. Therefore, it is difficult to say how 

much a startup is able to invest in recruiting and how much it would 

like to invest. In most cases, there is a lack of experience in leading 

a company, especially in recruiting, which makes the situation even 

worse. The insight that these investments will pay off is therefore 

just initially apparent. How should you know what is right and what 

is wrong if you just started your own business? In these early stages, 



What’s so difficult?
most decisions are made simply based on the “trial-and-error method”. 

Even though startups most often do not have an alternative in 

recruiting, this can lead to major failures. When we think, for example, 

a little further and have a look at rules and regulations such as the 

General Equal Treatment Act, startups have to be careful when they 

start texting their job ads or when they start contacting potential

candidates. The wrong wording might cause a lawsuit later on.

hoW to tell the World about your great idea?

In addition to a meager recruiting budget and the a lack of experience, 

finding the right people is made more di”cult by the fact that there are 

just too few people out there who already know about the startup. 

Lack of awareness is therefore another difficulty startups are faced 

with at the beginning. Consequently, startups’ recruiting activities 

are not as e!ective as bigger companies’ that already have a well 

known employer brand. A strong and positive brand first needs to 

be developed and built which again calls for more of the already 

mentioned short resources.

difficulties

 Missing awareness which profiles are needed

 Little recruiting budget

 

 Lack of brand awareness



What are you good at?
you are What you are 

On the other hand, startups have great advantages in comparison 

to bigger companies which they can use to snatch them away the 

high potentials. Startups still strongly believe in their ideas and their 

missions and therefore they are dying to really keep the business 

running to make it a success. With a great idea, the corresponding 

mission is outstanding and that’s the startup’s first advantage in 

recruiting. If the mission of a startup is convincing, it is the first bonus 

for a startup’s employer branding.

Moreover, startups have great benefits to o!er regarding their open 

jobs. Here it really fits when the job ad says something about a large 

scope of responsibilities as it is simply the truth. Additionally, they can 

score with a friendly and informal working atmosphere, with flexible 

working hours, and the possibility to work from home – exactly the 

advantages that generation Y is looking for. When it comes to positive 

aspects and advantages, startups should start with tiny things such as 

a nice office neighbourhood with great cafés, an amazing view from 

the desk, or just the dog of the business partner which entertains the 

office. All these tiny mosaic pieces create a big picture that draws an 

authentic image of the startup.

The size of startups can be another advantage when it comes to 

the recruiting process itself. They do not need long and inflexible 

processes of coordinations with a lot of different stakeholders 

involved and can therefore react quickly when a potential candidate 

is interested in the company. Particularly the young generation that 

grew up in the digital age is used to get a direct reaction – this also 

counts for the recruiting process. The so-called digital natives will more 

seldomly apply for published jobs, but, in times of a war for talents, 

they expect to be directly contacted.

advantages 

 Strong mission

  Convincing arguments: large scale of responsibilities,  

flexible working hours, home office

 Fast reaction due to flexible decision process



How do I recruit new rock stars for our team?
Make use of your advantages 

A startup’s mission is its strongest selling point: it is the key factor of 

its employer brand. Therefore it needs to be taken as the primary 

selling point in order to build an employer branding around it. Startup 

recruiting can only be successful if the business simultaneously 

invests in its employer brand as this is the basis for convincing future 

employees of the startup’s idea and its business. Startups have great 

ideas, they might already have convinced investors, so it will help them 

in their recruiting activities to be as persuasive as in their investment

pitches. The mission now needs to be complemented with real-life 

assets which authentically describe the startup’s working-style, the 

atmosphere in the office, the existing team, etc. The new staff get 

special business mobile phones which they can also use for private 

purposes, the team gets a special deal with the gym next to the office, 

the startup’s business angel is a VIP in the related business area. 

Amazing. All these aspects need to be put in the job ads to show 

potential candidates that it is really cool to work for the startup.

get help froM your netWork 

Even though print media is, let’s say, “out of date” for spreading 

job ads, online job boards are still highly frequented by potential 

candidates and therefore still a good possibility to reach a broad 

variety of candidates. Nevertheless, it is not the most efficient way to 

recruit. However, their own network is of high importance for startups. 

If the message about an open position in the company is spread in 

the startup’s network, the network itself takes care of the matching 

as everyone checks the job ad before they forward it to potential 

candidates.

Therefore the existing team should be involved in the recruiting 

activities as everyone already has his/her own network that the startup 

can use as recruiting source. Here, online platforms help to spread 

the information about a new job as far as possible. Business networks 

such as XING and LinkedIn can furthermore be used as another 

effective recruiting method: direct sourcing. As mentioned before, the 

generation Y expects to be actively contacted and startups can make 

a virtue out of necessity. Big companies normally publish a job ad 

and wait until candidates apply for it. Startups can use their flexible 

hierarchy as an advantage and directly contact candidates who might 

fit in startup-manner. This way the chance to hire high-potentials  



How do I recruit new rock stars for our team?
increases and the startups show the candidates their proactive 

working style from the beginning.

use the right channel for the right purpose 

In the meantime, a broad variety of channels and platforms exist which 

can be used to interact with candidates, to tell them about how great it 

is to work for the startup, and others to simply get in touch with them 

for the first time. But, even though online platforms definitely support 

in recruiting e!orts, they need to be carefully selected depending on 

the purpose. Facebook is a great and cheap way to establish employer 

branding: here the business can be nicely presented to the startup’s 

target group. It can be used to show what the office looks like, how the 

team has a coffee break together in the chill-out area, and how funny 

the last monthly after-work activity was. Business networks such as

XING and LinkedIn should be used for the direct approach of potential 

candidates.

On these platforms, candidates can be found by the help of the right

keywords which is already a pre-screening for startup. These are also 

the right channels to get in direct contact with them. Startups should 

always keep in mind that top talents receive several requests of 

companies, so being unique in the initial contact is essential in order to 

really impress the candidates.

think outside the box 

Traditional career fairs are not in the top ten of the most efficient 

recruiting tools anymore. Despite this, other events should be taken 

into consideration which can also help to get in contact with potential 

candidates. Here the startup’s know-how is in demand: which topics 

and events are reasonable to have talks or workshops. These do 

not have to be the company’s key product or service; it can also be a 

related topic a team member has expertise in. It is just about letting

others know about the startup and making others aware of the great 

ideas it has to offer.



Checklist
• Make sure everyone in your team knows your mission

•  Include your mission in every communication material:  

letterhead, e-mail signature, job ads

• List everything you think candidates should know about your startup

•  Even list things you think candidates should not know about your 

startup

•  Who is your business angel? Will he impress future candidates?  

Put his name on your job ads

•  Set up a facebook page and fill it regularly (!) with pics from your 

office and your team - show the candidates how it looks like to work 

for you

•  Set up a twitter account and regularly (!) tweet about topics related to 

your business

• Post open jobs on your company’s social accounts 

 

• Post open jobs in your own social networks

• Ask your team members to post open jobs in their social networks

•  Browse social networks for suitable groups related to your business 

to post open jobs there

• Ask your team members for referrals from their networks

• Reward your colleagues for referrals

•  Browse business networks such as XING and LinkedIn for potential 

candidates. Use suitable criteria to narrow down your search.

• Contact potential candidates directly on business networks

•  Check local events. There might be some you can have a talk or 

workshop at about a topic you or your team members have an 

expertise on.



Conclusion
Even though startups are limited in their budgets, manpower, and 

other resources, there exist various advantages they can make use 

of to recruit the right people. It is important that the startup is aware 

of its mission and knows how to communicate it. With the help of the 

right channels and methods, job ads will reach the right people and 

impress them with the startup’s great mission and make them want to 

apply for the job.
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